TRANSLATION

Extract from “the first thirty years” by Jan van Gemert (2008).
“ … Across the border
When I did my internships at the Technical University, I chose companies abroad. Abroad attracts me. It is
a challenge to immerse yourself in a different culture and in the mindset of your customers. I have always
enjoyed that and met wonderful people in faraway countries. In terms of infrastructure, doing business in
Africa is no longer as complicated as when I started there. In the eighties the telephone barely worked in
most [African] countries and you had no cell phone or internet. In my hotel I could be found behind the
telex at night to keep in touch with Eindhoven. There was one neat and therefore expensive hotel in Dar
es Salaam, Kilimanjaro, and a return ticket by KLM cost fl.4,500
In the first months of GEMCO, I accompanied a Dutch mission to the United Nations and the World Bank.
The World Bank makes a development profile of a country, including industrialization. The smaller
projects that result from this are often carried out by the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization, Unido, part of the UN development organization. I have always invested in contacts at
those organizations. In industrializing countries I went to their offices and there you heard what was
about to happen. A lot in the field of railways and workshops, industry in general, and also technical
education on site. This is how GEMCO International and GEMCO Industrial Development came into being,
one for the hardware, and the other for the software.
At the end of the 1970s, the oil crisis was raging and all the pots of money were in the Middle East. That's
where the big companies went. But I took the plane to Africa. My competitors hadn't thought of that yet,
but the people on the spot were grateful that someone came to talk to them about their problems and
needs. I have won many “fun” and “worth the effort” projects that way.
In the developing world, people had enough ideas of their own, but lacked the knowledge for planning
and implementation. They wanted our help for that. You have to have an organization that suits the
assignment: flexible, efficient and therefore with employees who are “of all trades” GEMCO has that
organization. Large companies therefore usually left these types of projects behind.
When I went to Africa, I usually took a week to visit a country. At a development organization you are
often referred to a potential customer and you need time for that. At the end of such a week, you are
nevertheless always short of time because of the many contacts you have made. But you can solve that
when you visit again after a few months. Just flying in and “writing down the order” doesn't work in our
business.
It is appreciated by your customer if you take the time to listen carefully. People notice if you consider
them equal and take an interest in them. I've never had a problem with that; it is the right thing to do….

